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THE PROGRAM

Praeludium pro Organo pleno in Es, BWV 552, 1

Built upon Christian numerology, the third book of Johann Sebastian Bach’s Clavierübung may have
aspired to be more a Mass for organ than a collection of related smaller pieces. It opens and closes
with what has since been commonly catalogued as the Prelude and Fugue in E-flat major, BWV 552. 

The three-part Prelude follows the triple symbolism of the Holy Trinity, with the Father as a dotted
rhythm; Son as a lighter, simpler idea; and Holy Ghost as the all-encompassing 16th-note melody.
The five-voice triple Fugue is popularly referred to as “St. Anne,” because its subject sounds similar
to an English hymn tune with that name. – © Greg Wager

Nun komm der Heiden Heiland
à 2 Claviers e Pedale, BWV 659

Trio a due Bassi e Canto fermo, BWV 660
In Organo pleno. Canto fermo in Pedale, BWV 661

The chorale Nun komm, der Heiden Heiland (Come now, Savior of the Heathen) forms an Advent
trilogy in the next three chorales. In BWV 659 Bach ornaments the chorale considerably in the
soprano, much like a sacred aria inspired by texts of adoration and supplication. Bach brilliantly
hints at the melody in the alto and tenor accompaniment over a continuously “walking” bass line.
The closing arabesque-type gesture represents a haunting turn of melody, almost as if paying homage
to Christ through his sacrifice. Bach surprises and delights in BWV 660 with the most unusual trio
texture with two bass lines: Soprano, Bass, Bass. Underneath the melody the two bass lines tumble
and stumble over one another repeatedly crossing above and below as if to cyclically illustrate the
fifth stanza of text, “His life began with the Father and led back to the Father.” BWV 661 presents
a rousing conclusion to Bach’s Advent trilogy. As if to say “Amen!” (So be it!) Bach unmistakably
showcases the full organ with the melody striding forth in the pedals to a celebratory finish.

– © Christopher Jacobson



Concerto, D-moll, BWV 596
Nach dem Concerto D-moll Op. 3, Nr. 11 (RV 565)

für zwei Violinen, Streicher und Basso continuo von Antonio Vivaldi

(Allegro)
Grave
Fuga

Largo e spiccato
(Allegro)

While Bach was serving as court organist for the Duke of Weimar between 1708 and 1717, he avidly
absorbed the style of Vivaldi and other masters in part by transcribing their concertos for clavier or
organ. This particular endeavor resulted in sixteen clavier concertos (BWV 972–987) and four organ
concertos (BWV 592–594, 596; not counting 595, which is a version of 984). Vivaldi is represented
nine times, Alessandro and Benedetto Marcello once each, and Torelli and Telemann once each.
Several are transcribed from unknown sources and four from concertos by the young Weimar prince,
Johann Ernst. All but four of the concertos are in the three-movement, fast-slow-fast configuration
that would become the norm for Bach’s own concertos.

Johann Ernst was actually the pupil of Bach’s court colleague Johann Gottfried Walther, and both
Bach and Walther transcribed different concertos for the youth’s instruction and enjoyment. They
can be dated to such a narrow time frame partly by evidence of the manuscript paper, but also
because Prince Johann Ernst had just returned in July 1713 from two years in Holland, presumably
having heard Italian concertos played on the organ by Jan Jacob de Graaf and bringing back
collections of works by Vivaldi and others from the famous publisher Estienne Roger of Amsterdam.
Bach likely made his transcriptions before the prince left Weimar in July 1714.

One of the publications Johann Ernst must have brought back was Vivaldi’s L’estro armonico, op.
3, a collection of twelve concertos issued by Roger in 1711, which was to become the most
influential publication of the first half of the eighteenth century. The present D minor Concerto is
Bach’s transcription of Vivaldi’s Concerto grosso in D minor, RV 565, for a solo group of two
violins and cello with the accompaniment of strings and cembalo, which appeared as No. 11 in the
Opus 3 collection. Bach stays faithful to the substance of Vivaldi’s original, but, as would have been
conventional practice, fills in the texture and harmony of the continuo and adds melodic
ornamentation. His manuscript is remarkable for its specific markings as to organ registration and
the use of two manuals.

The first movement opens with darting canonic figuration alternating between the two manuals and
static harmony that breaks loose just before three chordal measures marked “Grave.” These serve
as preparation for the full-fledged fugue that concludes the movement. The lovely relatively brief
slow movement flows gently in a siciliano rhythm. The final movement unfolds briskly in a free
ritornello form, its main theme featuring repeated-note lines that intertwine in the “solo” voices so
as to create delightful brief dissonances. Bach reused this theme in the opening chorus of his Cantata
21: “Ich hatte viel Bekümmernis,” which was first performed on June 17, 1714, shortly before Prince
Johann Ernst left Weimar. The movement continues its propulsive drive to the end with the active
lines in a variety of textures migrating from manual to manual. – © Jane Vial Jaffe



Vater unser im Himmelreich
Canto fermo in Canone à 2 Clavier e Pedale, BWV 682

Alio Modo, Manualiter, BWV 683

Published in 1739, BWV 682 and 683 are the large and small settings of Vater unser im
Himmelreich. The larger of the two, BWV 682, is written in trio-sonata texture plus the cantus
firmus in canon at the octave. Deeply fascinated by numerology and representation, Bach made
Clavierübung III replete with references to Christian doctrine. BWV 682 is ninety-one measures
long, which is the product of thirteen (the number of sin) and seven (the number of prayer). The
Lombard rhythm in the trio voices (short-long) may represent the sighing sinner in need of the Lord’s
protection while the chorale in canon may represent the strict rigidity of the Law.

Much simpler than the larger setting, BWV 683 is written for just the manuals of the organ without
pedal, as are all of the small settings in Clavierübung III. The cantus firmus is heard uninterrupted
in the soprano voice accompanied by three-voice counterpoint below. The principal motif of the
counterpoint is five descending stepwise notes which are derived from the fourth line of the cantus
firmus. This motif is also heard in inversion. Evocative of a quiet prayer, this harmonious setting
ends gently in the lower register of the keyboard. – © Jordan Prescott

 – Freewill Offering –
We receive a freewill offering for the purpose of sustaining

the Peace Memorial Concert Series.

Sonata, C-moll, BWV 628

Vivace
Largo

Allegro

In addition to his extensive public responsibilities in Leipzig, Bach personally instructed several
students in composition and keyboard skills. The musical training of his own children was a priority
of his: Johann Sebastian was a part of a long family line of musicians, and he took meticulous steps
to document this history and keep the tradition alive. He took special interest in his two eldest sons,
Wilhelm Friedemann and Carl Philipp Emanuel, who were particularly promising (Gardiner, 2013).
Surprisingly, due to the changing musical tastes of the time, these two brothers became more popular
than their father during the later part of his life, and J. S. faded out of public consciousness soon after
his death.



To ensure that Wilhelm would practice music that addressed the full technical demands of keyboard
playing, Bach wrote six sonatas in trio setting. These works for two manuals and pedal were perhaps
originally intended for the pedal harpsichord, but they are very well suited for the organ and have
been long associated with the instrument (Arnold, 2003). The written ranges support this use; the
left hand part can be transposed down an octave and played on a 4’ registration to sound at the
written pitch while preventing excessive hand crossing.
 
As can be seen in the vivacious first movement, these pieces have a quality of chamber music. Each
hand seems to represent a dueling solo instrument playing in invertible counterpoint while the feet
assume the basso continuo role of cello or bassoon. The second movement is especially serene and
string-like with slurs that evoke bowings, indicating that it could possibly be a modified transcription
of an ensemble piece. Complex rhythmic figures in the final movement point to the work’s
pedagogical focus. Quickly alternating syncopations between parts were uncommon in chamber trio
sonatas and instead indicate a primary purpose of developing mechanical independence (Williams,
1980). – © Matthew Doran

Fuga à 5 con Pedale pro Organo pleno, BWV 552, 2



About the Artist

Erik Wm. Suter, a native of Chicago, is a musician of
international acclaim. For nearly 10 years, he served as
Organist at Washington National Cathedral in Washington,
DC. He holds degrees from Oberlin Conservatory and Yale
University, where he studied with Haskell Thomson,
Thomas Murray, and Gerre Hancock. Previously, he held
positions at Trinity Church, Copley Square, and at the
Parish of All Saints, both in Boston; and at Trinity
Church-on-the-Green in New Haven, Connecticut.

Mr. Suter has performed extensively throughout the United
States and Canada as well as many Asian and European
countries. Notable venues have included Grace Cathedral in San Francisco, The Cathedral of Saint
John the Divine in New York City, Saint Thomas Church in New York City, Eton College Chapel
in the UK, Uppsala and Stockholm Cathedrals in Sweden, Lisbon Cathedral, Musashino Shimin
Bunka Kaikan in Tokyo, Saint James Cathedral in Toronto, Saint Philip's Cathedral in Atlanta,
Methuen Music Hall in Massachusetts, Minato Mirai Hall in Yokohama, and First Congregational
Church in Los Angeles. In 2003, he was invited to be the first American to perform on the Fisk organ
in Lausanne Cathedral in Switzerland, the first American organ in a European Cathedral. He has
performed at national conventions of the American Guild of Organists and the Organ Historical
Society. As a continuo artist, he has appeared with The Philadelphia Orchestra and National
Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Suter has been under the exclusive concert management of Karen
McFarlane Artists, Inc.

Mr. Suter won first prize in the 1991 Conrad Sulzer Young Artist's Piano Competition in Chicago;
first prize in the 1993 Chicago American Guild of Organists Young Organist's Competition; first
prize in the 1995 National Undergraduate Organ Competition in Ottumwa, Iowa; the Gold Medal
of the Mayor of Musashino/Tokyo in the 1996 International Organ Competition in Japan; and first
prize in the 1997 Yale Biennial Organ Competition. He was a two-time finalist in the prestigious
AGO National Young Artists Competition in Organ Playing as well as appearing in the finals of the
1997 Dallas International Organ Competition.

Mr. Suter has been featured numerous times on the nationally syndicated American Public Media
show Pipedreams. His recordings, including five solo compact discs, can be found on the JAV
Recordings, Gothic, and Pro Organo labels.

Mr. Suter is a commercial pilot and flight instructor. Based at Baltimore-Washington International
Airport, he is a pilot for Southwest Airlines.



Mr. Suter’s appearance, accommodation, and hospitality
are made possible, in part, by the

American Guild of Organists Clearwater and Tampa Chapters.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ATTENDEES

COVID-19 has been declared a worldwide pandemic by the World Health Organization and is
known to be extremely contagious. Although it will endeavor to apply all reasonable health
protocols, the Peace Memorial Presbyterian Church cannot guarantee you will not become exposed
to or contract COVID-19 while attending one of our opportunities. Therefore, if you choose to
attend, you acknowledge and accept the risk that you may be exposing yourself to and/or increasing
your risk of contracting COVID-19, and you release and waive any claim and any right to bring suit
against the Peace Memorial Presbyterian Church of Clearwater in Florida and its trustees, agents,
employees, or other representatives for any harm, injury or damage arising therefrom.
 

Please visit us online at peacememorialpresbyterian.org
to learn more about our desire to bring world class concerts

to downtown Clearwater in a time of uncertainty.
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